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1 INTRODUCTION
It is believed that a new star in the sky of distributed object-oriented systems is the emerging field of mobile agents (Strafer, Baumann and Hohl, 1997). There are many mobile agent systems (Magic, 1998; Gray, 1996; Lange and Oshima, 1998; Object Space) that have been developed since the first prototype, Telescript (White, 1997), was proposed for e-commerce in 1994. There are many ongoing discussions about developments of new mobile agent systems, but few have focused on both mobility and autonomy (Bic, Fukuda and Dillencourt, 1996; Cai, Gloor and Ngo, 1996). In an application of mobile computation (Gray, et al, 1997; Kotz, et al, 1997), a user often launches a mobile agent from a laptop that is connected to the Internet, then the user disconnects the laptop from the Internet. The mobile agent travels in the Internet autonomously, retrieving and updating information locally on behalf of its owner. Later, the mobile agent will return to the user's laptop and report the results when the user's laptop is reconnected to the Internet. Mobile agents should have the "intelligence" to perform self-contained navigation and computation, giving mobile agents the powers to adapt to dynamic and heterogeneous networks. This is necessary because in most cases mobile agents cannot interact with their owners. However, it is not easy to define what autonomy is and how to provide mobile agents with autonomies.

This paper focuses on providing agents with autonomies in the context of mobility. In this paper, new concepts, paradigms, and models are proposed and studied as the bases of Mobile Agent Template (MAT) and an agent structure, task description and hosting environment are integral parts to support the autonomies of mobile agents. The contributions of this research are that we adopt the workflow as agents' working mode; we use goal-directed and dynamic task planning to deal with the heterogeneity and dynamism of networks; and we construct a virtually platform-independent environment to provide mobile agents with asynchronous, anonymous and fully localised interactions.

This paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, three kinds of autonomies are defined for clarifying the meaning of autonomy in the context of mobility. In Section 3, the autonomous methodologies, which are Distributed Task Plan (DTP), Active State Space (ASS) and mechanisms for fully localised interactions, are proposed for designing the architecture of MAT. In Section 4, the implementation mechanisms of MAT, including autonomous primitives, DTP planning, and reflections of ASS are addressed. Finally in Section 5, this paper is concluded and directions of future research are given.

2 WHAT ARE AUTONOMIES OF MOBILE AGENTS?
Autonomy is a difficult concept to pin down precisely, but "it means that the system should be able to act without the direct intervention of humans (or other agents), and that it should have control over its own actions and internal state" (Jennings, Sycara, and Wooldridge, 1998). In the context of mobile agents, it is even more difficult to define autonomy. Having investigated some Web applications such as Internet information retrieval and mobile computation which for which mobile agents are suitable (Ciancarini, Tolksdorf and Vitali, 1998; Rus, Gray and Kotz, 1997), we identify the necessary features that an autonomous mobile agent should have. By autonomy, a mobile agent is self-contained in navigation, computation and communication when transporting through the underlying heterogeneous and dynamic networks. An autonomous mobile agent should be aware of where to go to find messages or resources, what actions to perform for getting information, and how to deal with exceptions when its performances fail. In the context of autonomy, it should be enough for mobile agents to interact with communication partners only in an asynchronous, anonymous and
2.1 Definitions of autonomy

**Definition 1:** Mobile autonomy is the capability of self-navigation of mobile agents through the underlying networks.

The mobile autonomy of mobile agents should be inherent. Mobile agents can be capable of making decisions about their destinations, navigation modes and where to dock when a destination is not reachable. The navigation modes could be serial or in parallel. Normally, a mobile agent completes a distributed task by visiting a series of network nodes serially and processing queries and updating information locally. However, a mobile agent can clone itself and assign a subtask to each of its duplicates for executing a distributed task concurrently when multiple resources are available and a distributed task can be divided into concurrently executing subtasks. The solutions of subtasks from different mobile agents are combined into a result finally. A mobile agent should also know where to dock temporarily in order to avoid getting lost when a network connection is broken or unavailable, such as the disconnection of a laptop computer from the network. So autonomous mobile agents are dynamically network-aware entities on which Web applications are constructed.

**Definition 2:** Computational autonomy is that a mobile agent can get enough computational functions for accomplishing a distributed task.

A mobile agent should make use of all kinds of computational resources. A mobile agent can invoke functions in different processes or load functions into its process for execution when those functions reside at its visiting network nodes. A mobile agent can also complete a special computational task by executing its own functions carried by the agent when visiting a network node with desirable resources but without necessary computational functions.

**Definition 3:** Communicational autonomy is that a mobile agent can send and receive messages in an asynchronous, anonymous and indirect way.

2.2 Discussion and classification of interactions

However, no matter what degree of autonomy they have, mobile agents need inter-agent interactions for cooperation and agent-hosting execution environment interactions for resource accesses because any autonomous mobile agent exists in a community, which may be composed of other agents and heterogeneous hosting environments. Besides the interactions with their owners at their home machines, autonomous mobile agents need at least two kinds of interactions during their lifecycles.

1. **Inter-agent interactions** are needed when a Web application consists of more than one mobile agent. Let's consider the following scenario. When a mobile agent realises that its task can be concurrently executed, for example, a mobile agent finds other n interested links in a HTML page while retrieving contents of the page, the mobile agent will duplicate n-1 instances with respective retrieval tasks. The agent and its n-1 duplicates will transport to n interesting sites for further information retrievals. Inter-agent interactions occur when results from different agents are synthesised into a final result for submission to the agent's owner at the home machine.

2. **Agent-hosting execution environment interactions** are needed when a mobile agent accesses resources and services in a local execution environment of network nodes it visits. All the information in a hosting execution environment must be structured for mobile agent accessing, and protocols for retrieving or updating information must be carefully defined.

There are new features in interactions among autonomous mobile agents or between autonomous mobile agents and hosting execution environments. In the context of autonomy, interactions should be fully asynchronous, anonymous and localised between communication partners. Furthermore, the synchronism does not require a strict agreement on communication time while the synchronism implies that any interaction between communication partners depends on complex protocols and synchronous mechanisms. The code load required for mobile agents to deal with their protocol, and synchronous mechanism is too high. Mobile agents would have too many code loads for the protocol and the synchronous mechanism accomplishments. Secondly, if an autonomous mobile agent must know the communication partners' name for interaction, naming services would be involved in agent communications. The naming services result in a large network (not local) interactions between mobile agents and naming service agencies. Too many interactions might weaken the autonomy we pursue in many Web applications. Also, it is not necessary for an autonomous mobile agent to know other agents' names because it is enough for an agent to interact with others as long as it can identify that its communication partners and itself belong to the same application. Finally, any interaction should be localised. An important advantage of mobile agents over other distributed technologies is the locality of distributed information processing. Locality leads to advantages in terms of high efficiency, reliability and flexibility. So interactions between autonomous mobile agents and their communication partners should not introduce any extra network communication.

In the concept of wireless networks (low band) and mobile computation (partially connected devices), minimisation of network communications and localisation of interactions are the desirable goals of MAT. To achieve those aims, we cannot use the traditional communication models, such as direct communication model and the rendezvous model (Acharaya, Ranganathan and Saltz, 1996; Ulm, Hohl, and Radoukilles, 1997; Gray, 1996), or the meeting-oriented model (Magic, 1996; Pieczek and Stolpmann, 1997). Instead, we design a new model: ASS (Active State Space), which is a third party to facilitate interactions between autonomous mobile agents and their communication partners for cooperation or resource accesses.

### HOW TO SUPPORT AUTONOMIES: METHODOLOGY OF MAT

In this section, we demonstrate how to introduce desirable autonomies into mobile agents by using the virtual autonomy-supporting environment and the autonomy-supporting work mode.

#### 3.1 Abstract description to heterogeneous execution environments in MAT

Mobile agents exist in heterogeneous networks such as the Internet. Resources are formatted and managed with different modes. Accessing different system resources directly by mobile agents results in the following limitations:

1. Increasing complexity of the application-level programming. It is evident that programmers must write different code for accessing different type or the same type of resources. For example, an http://file is described by path /user/will/document/index.html in UNIX and described by path c:/will/documents/index.html in Windows. In order to access resources in heterogeneous networks, programmers should be familiar with different networks and operating systems.
2. Increasing code loads carried by mobile agents. The more heterogeneous the network that a mobile agent travels in, the heavier the code load that a mobile agent carries. A mobile agent with a too heavy code load is not a compact entity suitable for Web applications in the context of minimising network communications to deal with low band and unreliable networks such as the wireless network.
3. Decreasing reusability of agent codes. Any effort to extend a mobile agent-based application will result in the modification and addition of agent code.

In MAT, we use Active State Space (ASS) to provide an integrated description of heterogeneous resources that are accessed by mobile agents. ASS abstracts resources of different systems into data integrity so as to deal with the heterogeneity and the dynamism of the hosting execution environments. Mobile agents use virtual resources to access the real resources. ASS is responsible for mapping between abstract resources and real resources. ASS provides mobile agents with platform-independent resource accesses. In this point, ASS is quite similar to JVM, which provides platform-independent Java instructions to programmers. Another motivation for use of virtual resources is to provide a secure interface between mobile agents and system resources. It is necessary for ASS to perform security checks on some sensitive operations such as deleting files because a malicious or badly programmed agent may possibly contain dangerous code. Comparison of direct resource access to virtual resource access is graphically illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Comparison of direct resource access to virtual resource access

3.2 Asynchronous and localised interactions between communication partners in MAT

Asynchronous, anonymous and localised interactions are main features that must be satisfied in the context of Web applications based on autonomous mobile agents. In MAT, we use Resource Space, a component of ASS, to coordinate actions of mobile agents for cooperation in a task accomplishment. We use the following scenario to demonstrate the asynchronous, anonymous and localised coordination model for inter-agent interactions.

When a mobile agent PA knows that its distributed task DT can be executed concurrently on destinations $D_1$, $D_2$, ..., $D_{n-1}$, and $D_n$, the agent PA (called Parent) duplicates $n-1$ instances $SA_1$, $SA_2$, ..., $SA_{n-1}$, with respective subtasks $ST_1$, $ST_2$, ..., and $ST_{n-1}$. Each duplicate will transport to $D_1$, $D_2$, ..., and $D_{n-1}$ respectively, and finally, the parent agent PA will transport to the destination $D_n$ with subtask $ST_n$. Subtasks $ST_1$, $ST_2$, ..., $ST_{n-1}$, and $ST_n$ can be the same or different. If our aim is to exploit distributed resources for executing distributed tasks for fast response, the subtasks should be same, such as, getting the same program table from different TV web sites. If our aim is to exploit distributed resources for retrieving different information, the subtasks should be different, such as, getting different price table of the same travel from different travel agencies. Because $SA_1$, $SA_2$, ..., $SA_{n-1}$, and PA concurrently execute subtasks $ST_1$, $ST_2$, ...
3.3 Working mode of workflow for mobile agents in MAT

An autonomous mobile agent should be able to exhibit goal-directed behaviours, which depends on a dynamically planned, continuous and autonomous workflow. In order to provide mobile agents with an autonomous workflow, we must solve two problems:

1. Maintaining the persistence of an agent's thread. This means the whole mapping (including the execution point of the thread) of an agent object must be restored after the agent migration. The weak mobility model, which is widely used in many mobile agent systems, such as Odyssey (Magic, 1998), Voyager (Object Space), Java-To-Go (Li and Messerschmitt, 1996), Aglets (Lange and Oshmina, 1998), Facile (Thomsen, Leth and Prasad, 1993), Tocoma (Johannes, Reuse and Schneider, 1995), Mole (Object Space) and Grasshopper (YV, 1999), is not suitable for supporting the persistence of agents' threads. An agent's execution can only start from the beginning or from a special method rather than the stopped point after agent migration, so the persistence of an agent's thread cannot be maintained by weak mobility models. On the other hand, strong mobility supports the persistence of agents' threads by transparently capturing the mapping of an agent's thread when an agent wants to migrate, transporting the captured mapping and restoring the transported mapping after the agent migration. But the strong mobility is often constructed on special languages. Systems based on special or specification-modified languages, such as Telescript (White, 1997), Agent Tcl (Gray, 1996), Ara (Pénet and Stolpmann, 1997) and Sumatra (Acharya, Ranganathan and Saltz, 1996), are accepted by multiple platforms with difficulty. An evident example is that General Magic rewrites its mobile agent system, Telescript, into Odyssey by using Java in order to be widely accepted by heterogeneous platforms.

2. Permitting the modification of its behaviours when a mobile agent transports under the computational networks. This means a mobile agent cannot only execute a predefined workflow, but also modify or reconstruct its workflow in order to deal with the heterogeneity and dynamism of networks. Behaviours of an agent are exhibited by its code. Dynamic reconstruction of a workflow means that the agent kernel and its behaviours, which are defined by a user's objectives, should be loosely coupled and cannot be programmed in the same program unit because an agent needs to modify its code for adapting to dynamic networks.

Limitations of current technologies of agent migration necessitate the design of a new agent system model, MAT, for supporting autonomous mobile agents. In MAT, we program mobile agents with Mobile Thread Programming Model (MTPM). Contrary to many strong mobility technologies, MTPM is an application-level rather than a system-level model, that simulates the persistence of threads after agent migration. An advantage of MTPM is that it is highly efficient. MTPM can simulate the persistence of an agent's thread without capturing, transporting and restoring the thread stacks and heaps of a huge system-dependent information. MTPM does not need any modification to JVM specifications, and it uses two new mechanisms, Serialisation and Remote Method Invocation (RMI), provided by Java 1.1 and later releases, to provide persistence to an agent's thread. MTPM is outlined in Subsection 4.2. When it is created, a mobile agent plans its Distributed Task Plan (DTP) that is the implementation model of MTPM. An execution of a DTP generates a continuous and autonomous workflow for a mobile agent. When executing a DTP, a mobile agent can transport in networks, retrieve resources at remote hosts and asynchronously interact with other agents. At any time when current DTP fails, a mobile agent can replan a new DTP according to dynamic networks for an alternative accomplishment of a user's objectives. A DTP is a reusable template that is a static description of a distributed task for the execution by a mobile agent. An execution of a DTP is an autonomous workflow for the agent. Whenever a mobile agent needs to modify its behaviours for adoption of the dynamism of networks, it can reach the goal by replanning its DTP. DTP is outlined in Subsection 4.2 and detailed in (Li and Zhang, 1999). The work mode of mobile agents in MAT is graphically illustrated in Figure 3.

4 IMPLEMENTING AUTONOMIES: MECHANISM OF MAT

4.1 ASS: distributed supporting environment

There are three motivations for the design of ASS. The first one is to provide communication facilities for autonomous mobile agents. Interactions among agents, by means of ASS, are not involved in any network communication and naming service. Interactions among agents are fully asynchronous, anonymous and localised. That means a mobile agent can put messages (called Record objects) in ASS, which another agent can get later. The second one is to provide a uniform description of heterogeneous resources that are accessed by mobile agents. ASS abstracts the resources of different systems into the data integrity so as to deal with heterogeneity and dynamism of the hosting execution environments. Mobile agents use virtual resources for accessing the real resources. ASS is responsible for mapping between abstract resources and real resources. The last motivation is to provide a secure interface between mobile agents and system resources. It is necessary for ASS to perform security checks on some sensitive operations such as deleting files because a malicious or bad-programmed agent possibly contains dangerous code.

4.1.1 Architecture of ASS

ASS is composed of Resource Space, Security Space and Operation Space. Virtual resources or messages for inter-agent communications are stored in the Resource Space. Any requirement to access Resource Space submitted to ASS by a mobile agent will fire an Operation object in the Operation Space. For the acceptance or rejection of a mobile agent's requirements, the Operation object needs to match the requirements with Security Rules in Security Space. This interaction procedure between mobile agents and hosting execution environments is called Reflection of the Operation Object in ASS. So every Operation object has a segment of Reflection codes. A successful reflection will change the states of ASS, and a failed reflection yields no influence on the ASS.

In an ASS, any component, such as a virtual resource, a security rule or an operation, can be installed and deleted dynamically by the ASS itself or mobile agents. The components, installed by
the ASS itself, are the common resources or protocols for all the agents and usually exist for a long period. The components, installed by agents, are the special resources or protocols for an application and usually exist for a short period. Components in the above three spaces are integrated into abstract description called an Active Record as defined below.

**Definition 4:** A Record in an ASS is composed of objects that are called sub-records, i.e., `<Record:>=<subrec:>` where subrec denotes any sub-records which compose the Record.

**Definition 5:** A Record is an Atomic Record if its every sub-record is not a Record object.

**Definition 6:** A Record is a Coupled Record if at least one of its sub-records is a Record object.

A file in a local file system can be stored as an Atomic Record object with the type of `<String path, String Type, Date UpdateTime, Username owner>` Then the Atomic Record object of `<user\wild\document\', 'html'>` represents system file resources: all the html files that are located in the directory of user\wild\document', owned by user wi\cowan.edu.au and updated in February 22, 1999.

A message, which a mobile agent puts in an ASS for communications with other agents, can be structured with an Atomic Record with the type of `<String Results, Integer ApplicationID, Integer TaskID>` Every application has a unique identification ApplicationID, and every distributed task of the same application has a unique identification TaskID. Any agent can get the results of a distributed task by providing the ApplicationID and TaskID to the mechanism of the resource matching of the ASS.

A security rule of ASS can be structured with a Coupled Record object with the type of `<Integer AgentID, String Operation, AtomicRecord Rec>` Then the Coupled Record object of `<*, r', Rec>` represents that any agent can read record Rec. Another Coupled Record object of `<agentid, *, r`, Rec>` represents that mobile agent identified by agentid can read and update Record Rec.

Each Application ID, Task ID or Agent ID is 128 bits, and we use a special algorithm to generate IDs. Our ID algorithm is very similar to the algorithm of Microsoft for generating COM GUID (Microsoft). Microsoft demonstrated that the algorithm could generate different IDs in 3240 years at the generating speed of 1000000 IDs per second.

An Operation object of an ASS can be structured with an Atomic Record object with the type of `<String OperationName, Operation OpObj, Username Owner>` Where the OperationName is the name of the Operation, OpObj is the instance of the Operation and the Owner is the entity (agent or local system) to install the Operation. Every Operation object has a reflection method. The reflection method is executed when the Operation object is called by ASS.

A retrieval requirement from a mobile agent to a hosting execution environment can be structured with a Coupled Record object with the type of `<Integer AgentID, String Operation, Boolean Synchronisation, AtomicRecord Rec>` Then the Coupled Record object of `<agentid, r', true, '<user\wild\document\', 'html', '*, *;'>` represents that a mobile agent, identified by agentid, wants to read all the html files in the directory of user\wild\document\ in a synchronous mode. If the resource matching and the security inspection succeed, the ASS will return a vector of references to the required html files.

4.1.2 The reflection mechanism of ASS

ASS has three Object Spaces, which are Resource Space, Security Space, and Operation Space. The Resource Space stores Atomic Records. These records abstractly describe system resources of the hosting execution environments or messages that mobile agents put for asynchronous interactions.

The Security Space stores Coupled Records. These records describe security rules that determine which agents can do what kinds of operations on which records in the Resource Space. The Operation Space stores Atomic Records. These records describe Operation objects that are identified by names and are called by the ASS when mobile agents interact with the ASS. Operation objects can be installed by an ASS system or by mobile agents for some special reflection operations on interaction events.

Every Agent Server hosts an ASS object. When a mobile agent transports into a network node, the agent gets the reference to an ASS object from the Agent Server. An important feature of an ASS is that Operation Records, which are responding entities to interaction events, can be programmed and can be installed dynamically by agents or an ASS itself. The whole procedure of an interaction event from the submission of an interaction requirement to the result return is graphically illustrated in Figure 4.
**MAF: a Mobile Agent System for Supporting Autonomous Mobile Agents**

**Operation:** generating a thread for the matched operation object $OpObj$, and starting the execution of the thread.

3. The **Operation** thread constructs a record $SR=<AgentID, R>$ for each record $R$ in vector $VecRe$ and searches Security Space to identify the presence of a record that matches $SR$.

4. If a matched record is found in Security Space, $OpObj$ will execute the required operation $R$ in the synchronous mode $Syn$.

5. The results of the **Operation** can be returned to the agent or stored into Resource Space, Security Space or Operation Space.

Some ideas for the ASS design come from Jada (Ciancarini and Rossi, 1997). In Jada's space, objects are passive. ASS takes Jada's concepts one step further by allowing components of ASS to actively respond to interaction events and by allowing components to be updated, inserted and deleted dynamically by the ASS itself or mobile agents.

### 4.2 Workflow template DTP for generating a continuous and autonomous workflow

In this subsection, we introduce the Distributed Task Plan (DTP), which is a flexible implementation model of MTPM for generating continuous and autonomous workflows for mobile agents. MTPM simulates the state persistence of an agent's thread by Serialization and RMI without introducing any new spatial and time complexity. DTP is a workflow template that uses the programming paradigm of MTPM (Zhang and Li, 1999).

In order to obtain desirable autonomies for mobile agents, we firstly provide enough programming components and autonomous primitives, which are used to construct a DTP and further to provide mobile agents with autonomies in the navigation and the computation. In MAF, four kinds of autonomous primitives are defined for DTP designing.

1. **Mobile primitives** define the mobility of an agent. A mobile agent can merely transport itself to the next destination from the current network node by calling the simple migration primitive, or clone and transport each of its duplicates to different destinations by calling the multiple migration primitive.

2. **Computational primitives** define invocations of computational resources. A computational primitive specifies where to find the current computational procedure, how to load it and how to execute it. By using the computational primitives, a mobile agent realises that (a) the current computational procedure is carried by the agent or is resident at the visiting node; (b) the procedure should be started in a different process or loaded into its own process; and (c) how to run the computational procedure, e.g. synchronously or asynchronously.

3. **Solution synthesis primitives** define the combination of multiple solutions from different mobile agents. The solution synthesis is needed when a task is divided into several subtasks and executed by different mobile agents concurrently. It is highly efficient to divide a task into several subtasks and assign these subtasks to different mobile agents for execution when the task can be executed concurrently and multiple resources are available.

4. **Control primitives** define the execution flow of mobile primitives, computational primitives and solution synthesis primitives. Enough control structures of control primitives are needed to efficiently coordinate the executions of all the above three primitives.

Having defined primitives, we provide a reasonable model: DTP, which is used to depict distributed tasks for mobile agents by advantages of those pre-defined autonomous primitives. Normally, DTP is composed of all the four kinds of autonomous primitives.

A DTP consists of primitives, which are arranged into two lists. A list, called a control queue (CQ), only contains control primitives, and the other list, called a reusable primitive list (RPL), contains any primitives except control primitives. The architecture of DTP is graphically illustrated in Figure 5 (concrete meanings of primitives of Figure 5 are defined in (Li and Zhang, 1999)).

**Figure 5: The architecture of DTP**

When being created, a mobile agent plans its own DTP for the execution of a distributed task satisfying user’s requirements. The planning procedure includes Objective Matching, Primitive Selection and DTP Generation by using users' requirements, network state information and task features. A mobile agent can also replan its DTP when the current DTP fails during execution. The planning of DTP is detailed in the next subsection.

A mobile agent has a reference to its DTP, and a DTP has a reference to a CQ. All the objects, from the agent itself, DTP to autonomous primitives, have a run() method. Every objects' run() method just calls the run() method of another object to which the former has a reference. The continuous workflow of a mobile agent is generated when the mobile agent executes its DTP by running its run() method as shown in Figure 6.

**Figure 6: The continuous and autonomous workflow of agent by DTP**

The order of primitives in a CQ is important. The control primitives in a CQ are executed sequentially. A control primitive in a CQ has one or more references to primitives in a RPL, corresponding to which type the control primitive is. A reference to a control primitive in a CQ depicts a possible invocation to a primitive in a RPL. The order of primitives in a RPL is not
important because the invocations to them are determined only by references of control primitives in a CQ (see Figure 5). A RPL is just a repository of autonomous primitives that a mobile agent may need to execute when transporting in the underlying networks. So a mobile agent only executes control primitives in a CQ one by one, then further executes primitives in a RPL. An execution of a DTP is a continuous and autonomous workflow of a mobile agent. Constructing a complex workflow by using DTP provides a mobile agent with autonomy, flexibility and reusability in distributed applications.

4.3 Planning and replanning of DTP
According to a user's objectives, a DTP object should be planned either by a mobile agent or a static agent. In order to make mobile agents lightweight in code load and to support complex planning strategies, we move the planning algorithm of DTP (Li and Zhang, 1999) from the mobile agent in a previous version of MAT into the static agent (called Planner) in our current version. When a mobile agent is created, it gets a task from its owner. The task is described by the following Atomic Record.

\[
OAR = \langle \text{String TaskLabel}, \text{String Objectives}, \text{Integer ApplicationID}, \text{Integer TaskID} \rangle
\]

With following codes, the agent puts its OAR into a current ASS, and later gets its DTP object from the current ASS. The received DTP object is matched to the user's objectives described by OAR. Once a mobile agent gets its DTP object, the agent executes it.

```
ASS.submit(new CoupledRecord(this.AgentID, 'Put', true, OAR));
AtomicRecord DTPID=new(7, OAR.Objectives, OAR.ApplicationID, OAR.TaskID);
AtomicRecord DTPAR;
while (DTPAR=ASS.submit(new CoupledRecord(this.AgentID, 'Get', true, DTPID))==nil) {
    Thread.sleep(time);
}
DTP DTPObject=DTPAR.DTPObject;
DTPObject.run();
```

When the agent fails to execute its current DTP object due to the dynamism of networks, it also uses the above codes to get a new DTP object, which is replanned by a Planner at its visiting network nodes, from the current ASS. The new DTP is an alternative workflow for the mobile agent to accomplish its owner's objectives in dynamic networks.

There is one Planner running on every distributed ASS. A Planner continuously gets users' objectives (described by OAR) from the current ASS, generates DTP objects and also puts them into the ASS using the following codes.

```
AtomicRecord OARTemplate=new('task', *, *, *);
while (true) {
    AtomicRecord OARObject=ASS.submit(new CoupledRecord(this.AgentID, 'Get', true, OARTemplate));
    if (OARObject==nil) {
        DTP DTPObject=planning(OARObject.Objectives);
        AtomicRecord DTPAR=new AtomicRecord(DTPObject, Objectives, OAR.ApplicationID, OAR.TaskID);
        ASS.submit(new CoupledRecord(this.AgentID, 'Put', true, DTPAR));
    } else Thread.sleep(time);
}
```

The procedure of DTP planning, running and replanning is graphically illustrated in Fig. 7.

![Figure 7: Planning, running and replanning of DTP](image)

The Planner matches a user's objectives with entries in Objective Matching Base (OMB) to decide which primitives are used. The selected primitives are arranged into a CQ or a RPL according to their types. The references of primitives in the CQ to primitives in the RPL are set up at the same time. The developers of MAT applications define the OMB. An OMB consists of reusable entries. The matching method uses the algorithm that we prefer to call Requirement Propagation to match a user's objectives with pre-defined entries, which determine DTP planning. The Planner also retrieves a Network State Base (NSB) for information about current networks. A NSB is periodically updated by a MAT information server in order to reflect the dynamic networks. A concrete example of DTP planning is graphically illustrated in Figure 8. In this example a user wants to get a file `ProgramTable` from remote network node `butterfly` when the file is updated after February 22, 1999.
Each entry of OMB has four components, an entry name with parameters, Process, PreProcess and PostProcess. Process is executed after the execution of PreProcess and before the execution of PostProcess. The execution of Process, PreProcess or PostProcess can possibly access other entries, so the objective matching is the Requirement Propagation by reusing entries in OMB. In the above example, the objective matching is in the order of 1-2-3-4-5-6 and the DTP planning is in the order of (a)-(b)-(c)-(d). The workflow generated by executing the planned DTP will be:

Step 1: Transporting to butterfly.
Step 2: Monitoring file ProgramTable until it is updated on February 22, 1999.
Step 3: Reading the file, and
Step 4: Taking the file back to the home machine.

The replanning of DTP is the same as the planning of DTP but the Planner uses the OMB and the NSB in the current node rather than those in the home machine of a mobile agent. The replanning of DTP gives a mobile agent an alternative workflow to accomplish its owner’s objectives when current DTP fails.

5 CONCLUSION
Partially connected computers, such as laptops, personal digital assistants or modem-connected home computers, are involved with the development of the network, especially the wireless network. Applications launched from them are usually called mobile computation, which depends on the autonomous agents. MAT is a mobile agent system, which is embedded with high autonomy. As we know, many mobile agent systems, such as Telescript, Voyager and Aplet, do not or do not highly support autonomy of agents because their goal is not to support the novel web application of mobile computation. Only the mobile agent system Agent Tcl pays some attention to mobile computation. But none of them proposed the autonomy theory for the mobile agents. However, mobile computing will become a popular web application with the development of wireless networks and mobile devices, such as mobile computers and mobile phones. The feature that distinguishes MAT from other agent systems, is that MAT concentrates on autonomy in the context of mobile agents. For supporting both mobility and autonomy, many concepts, paradigms and models, have been proposed for MAT implementation, which mainly include the autonomous agents, MTPM, DTP and ASS. All the proposed models are implemented currently. In MAT, a mobile agent is an autonomous entity that can plan its workflow and roam in networks for resource accessing or cooperation with other agents in asynchronous, anonymous and localized modes. By using MAT, a developer can use all kinds of templates, including DTP, Active Record and Object Matching Rule, to construct Web applications. A user of MAT applications only needs to provide his objectives and other necessary information such as features of tasks (concurrent or serial). Mobile agents can determine goal-directed work and cooperation modes according to users’ requirements, and try alternatives when an error fails.

MAT is a new prototype system implemented in Java that concentrates on providing agents with both mobility and autonomy. This paper summed up its current methodologies and implementation. A web application titled Intelligent Retrieval for the Information on the Web was constructed on MAT. This application supports the use of mobile devices. Another application titled Distributed Swarm is under construction. This application enables the Swarm (Swarm Design Group) into a distributed system. Our future work will focus on investigating the suitability and the effectiveness of MAT in Web applications, such as Internet information retrieval, electronic commerce and Computer Support Cooperative Work (CSCW). From feedback of the investigations, we may find problems in MAT, and make improvement to the methodology, model and their implementations.
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This paper describes a new mechanism for meta-data update in file systems using flash memory. To fulfill flash memory as a stable storage system, one of its main drawbacks, meta-data update, which occupies the majority of write operations, must be reduced. That is, the file system should avoid weaknesses of flash memory, such as a limited number of program/erase cycles and its inability of in-place updates. We exploit two types of i-nodes which are allocated in separate flash areas and also introduce a delta logging method to efficiently utilise flash memory space. A trace-driven simulation shows that the performance of our system with two workloads is improved in terms of both time and space utilisation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Traditional computer systems construct file systems using magnetic disks as secondary storage. However, magnetic disks are not recommended in the mobile computing environment because they consume lots of power and cannot guarantee reasonable resistance to shocks and vibration. Flash memory, a new type of solid state memory, has been replacing magnetic disks as a persistent storage system in the mobile environment since it provides useful characteristics, such as non-volatility, in-system programmability, low power consumption, reasonable tolerance, and high density (Dougls, Ciceres, Kaashoek, Li and Marsh, 1994; Kawaguchi, Nishioka and Motoda, 1995; Wu and Zwaenepoel, 1994).

On the other hand, flash memory also has drawbacks: erase-before-rewritten, write access times higher than read access times, and a limited number of program/erase cycles.

Accordingly, there are several obstacles to overcome when implementing a file system on flash memory rather than magnetic disks. Conventional file systems based on magnetic disks have an inherently hot region for meta-data manipulation (e.g., a FAT in MS-DOS or super-blocks/i-nodes in UNIX file system). If they are implemented on flash memory, their own in-place update schemes do not make sense at all. The erase-before-rewritten constraint of flash memory makes it difficult to update new information in its place. Previous studies indicate that the majority of writes are for meta-data and emphasise that meta-data update is important to file system performance (Ganger and Patt, 1994; Ruemmler and Wilkes, 1993; Vahalia, Gray and Ting, 1995).
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